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SPREADING SPECTRUMSPREADING SPECTRUM

Shannon’s Equation
C= W Log (1+S/N)

Where   C=Capacity (bps)
W=Bandwidth
S=Signal Power
N=Noise Power

S ’ C i i i i f S i• Shannon’s Capacity Equation is basis for spread spectrum. System with 
large band width can operate at very low SNR level & can provide acceptable 
data rate per user.

f i C A• Therefore in CDMA 
- All users uses same 1.25 MHz spectrum.
- Each user has unique Digital code identifier.
- Digital codes separate users to avoid interference.



SPREAD SPECTRUM TECHNIQUES

1. Frequency Hopped Spread Spectrum:

Spreading can also be achieved by hopping the narrowband information
signal over a set of frequencies. The type of spreading can be classified asg q yp p g
fast or slow depending upon the rate of hopping to the rate of
information.

2 Direct Sequence Spread Spectrum:2. Direct Sequence Spread Spectrum:

The information signal is inherently narrowband, on the order of less
than 10KHz. The energy from this narrowband signal is spread over a

h l b d idth b lti l i th i f ti i l bmuch larger bandwidth by multiplying the information signal by a
wideband spreading code. DSS technique is used in the IS-95 CDMA
cellular system.



Direct Sequence Spread using Walsh code

Consist of 64 orthogonal codes each 64 bits long 

Spreads spectrum to 1.2288 M bps from 9.6 Kbps

Ch l C iChannel Capacity

C=W log (1+S/N)

Increasing BW improves Signal Transmission with lower S/NIncreasing BW improves Signal Transmission with lower S/N
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PROCESSING GAIN
One of the major advantages with an SS system is its 

robustness to interference. The system processing 
gain Gp quantifies the degree of interference 
rejection. The system processing gain is the ratio of 
RF band idth to the information rate:RF bandwidth to the information rate:

Gp =W/R

=1.2288x 106 /9.6 x 103

=128=128

dBgain =10log10 128

=21



Spread spectrum principle:Spread spectrum principle:

Originally spread spectrum radio technology was
de eloped for militar se to co nter thedeveloped for military use to counter the
interference by hostile jamming. The broad
spectrum of the transmitted signal gives risespectrum of the transmitted signal gives rise
to”spread spectrum”. A spectrum signal is
generated by modulating the radio frequency (RF)g y g q y ( )
signal with a code consisting of different pseudo
random binary sequences, which is inherently

i t t t i i l i tresistant to noisy signal environment.



A number of spread spectrum RF signals thus
t d h th f t dgenerated share the same frequency spectrum and

thus the entire bandwidth available in the band will
be used by each of the users using same frequencybe used by each of the users using same frequency
at the same time.

On the receive side only the signal energyOn the receive side only the signal energy
with the selected binary sequence code is accepted
and information content is recovered The other userand information content is recovered. The other user
signals, whose codes do not match contribute only
the noise and are not “de-spread” back inp
bandwidth. This transmission and reception of
signals differentiated by “codes” using the same
f i lt l b b f ifrequency simultaneously by a number of users is
known as code Division Multiple Access (CDMA).













































Spreading Codesp g
cdmaOne systems use two types of code 

sequences:sequences:

• Orthogonal sequences (Walsh codes).

• Pseudorandom Noise (PN) sequences.

Long codes (242 =4400 Billion)Long codes (2 4400 Billion)

Short codes (215 =32768)



Walsh Codes:-Walsh Codes:

In CDMA the traffic channels are separated
by Unique “Walsh” code These areby Unique Walsh code. These are

(a) 64 codes of 64 Bit Length.

(b) Forwarded traffic channel Codes.

(c) All codes are orthogonal to each other.

(d) These codes provide Isolation between
multiple signals transmitted by base stations



Walsh codes are orthogonal to each other. The
individual subscriber now can start communication
using one of these codes. These codes are traffic
channel codes and are used for orthogonalchannel codes and are used for orthogonal
spreading of the information in the entire
bandwidth Orthogonality provides nearly perfectbandwidth. Orthogonality provides nearly perfect
isolation between the multiple signals transmitted
by the base station.



PN Code GenerationPN Code Generation
- PN Codes are generated from prime polynomials using 
modulo-2 arithmetic.

- State machines generating PN Codes consists of shift 
registers & XOR gates.

0
out0 1

Output will be a 7-digit sequence that  
repeats continually 1001011

N- The length of the PN Code is equal to 2  -1 ( N= no. of shift 
registers).

N



LONG CODE

(a) 242 Bits polynomials.
(b)Forwarded channel Data (traffic and paging chls)(b)Forwarded channel Data (traffic and paging chls)

scrambled.
(c)Provides channelizations for the reverse chls.( )
(d)This code is unique for every subscriber.
(e)It is known as user address mask or user ( )

identification.
(f) Subscriber are differentiated as no two same 

codes are used.
(g)  Repeats every 41 days (at a clock rate of 

1 22881.2288
Mcps)



• SHORT  CODES

(a) This PN sequence is based on 215

characteristics polynomialcharacteristics polynomial.

(b) Differentiates cells and sectors.

(c) Identifies cells and sectors.

(d) Consist of codes for I & Q chls(d) Consist of codes for I & Q chls.

(e) Each cell uses different codes.

(f)     Repeats every 26.67 msec (at a clock          

rate of 1 2288 Mcps)rate of 1.2288 Mcps)
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Autocorrelation of Sequencesq

Autocorrelation refer to the degree ofAutocorrelation refer to the degree of 
correspondence between a sequence and 
phage shifted replica of itselfphage shifted replica of itself.
An autocorrelation plot shows number of 

t i di t fagreements minus disagreement for 
overall length of two sequences being 

dcompared.
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INTRODUCTION TO CORREALATION

IT IS FREQUENTLY NECESSARY TO BEIT IS FREQUENTLY  NECESSARY TO BE 
ABLE TO QUANTIFY THE DEGREE OF 
INTERDEPENDANCE OF ONE PROCESS 
UPON ANOTHER, OR TO ESTABLISH THE 
SIMILARITY BETWEEN ONE SET OF DATA 
AND ANOTHERAND ANOTHER.
IN OTHER WORDS CORRELATION BETWEEN 
THE PROCESS OR DATA IS SOUGHTTHE PROCESS OR DATA IS SOUGHT
CORREATION CAN BE DEFINED 
MATHMATICALLY AND CAN BE QUANTIFIED
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MATHMATICALLY AND CAN BE QUANTIFIED.



CORRELATION APPLICATIONS

MANY APPLICATIONS IN SIGNAL 
PROCESSINGPROCESSING, 
TELECOMMUNICATIONS, MEDICAL 
ELECTRONICS PHYSICS ETCELECTRONICS, PHYSICS ETC.....

IN RADAR AND SONAR SYSTEMS FOR 
RANGE AND POSSITION FINDINGD IN 
WHICH TRANSMITTED AND 
REFLECTED WAVEFORMS ARE 

46
COMPARED. 



Detect a wanted signal in the presence of 
noise or other unwanted signals.noise or other unwanted signals.

Recognise patterns within analogueRecognise patterns within analogue, 
discrete-time or digital signals.

Allow the determination of time delays 
through various media eg free spacethrough various media, eg free space, 
various materials, solids, liquids, gases etc 
. . .
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Correlation is a comparison process. p p

The correlation betweeen two functions isThe correlation betweeen two functions is 
a measure of their similarity. 

The two ‘functions’ could be very varied. 
For example fingerprints: a fingerprint 
expert can measure the correlation 
between two sets of fingerprints.
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This section will consider the correlation ofThis section will consider the correlation of 
signals expressed as functions of time. 
The signals could be continuous, discreteThe signals could be continuous, discrete 
time or digital.

When measuring the correlation between 
two functions the result is often expressedtwo functions, the result is often expressed 
as a correlation coefficient, ρ, with ρ in the 
range 1 to +1range –1 to +1.
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 ρ = - 1               ρ = 0       ρ = +1 
 
 
 
 

Similar but opposite No similarity Exactly similar 

Correlation involves multiplying, 
‘sliding’ and integratingsliding  and integrating
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AUTO CORRELATION AND CROSS AUTO CORRELATION AND CROSS 
CORRELATION FUNCTIONSCORRELATION FUNCTIONSCORRELATION FUNCTIONSCORRELATION FUNCTIONS
Auto Correlation
In auto correlation a signal is compared to aIn auto correlation a signal is compared to a 
time delayed version of itself.  This results in 
the Auto Correlation Function or ACFthe Auto Correlation Function or ACF.
Consider the function v(t), (which in general 
ma be random or deterministic)may be random or deterministic). 

The ACF, R(τ) , is given by 
( ) ∫ −=
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Of particular interest is the ACF when τ =Of particular interest is the ACF when τ  
0, and v(t) represents a voltage signal:

T
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R(0) represents the mean square value or 
normalised average power in the signal v(t)o a sed a e age po e e s g a ( )



Cross Correlation
In cross correlation, two ‘separate’ signals 
are compared, eg the functions v1(t) and p , g ( )
v2(t) previously discussed.

The CCF is 
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Diagrams for ACF and CCFg
Auto Correlation Function, ACF
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Cross Correlation Function, CCFCross Correlation Function,  CCF
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CORRELATION COEFFICIENT
The correlation coefficient, ρ, is the 
normalised correlation function.

For cross correlation (ie the comparison of 
two separate signals), the correlation 
coefficient is given by: )(12R τ

)0().0(
)(
2211

12

RR
R τ

ρ =

Note that R11(0) and R22(0) are the mean
square values of the functions v1(t) and



For auto correlation (ie the comparison of a
signal with a time delayed version of itself),
the correlation coefficient is given by:

)0(
)(

)0()0(
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R
R

RR
R ττ

ρ ==
)0()0().0( RRR

For signals with a zero mean value, ρ is in
the range –1 < ρ < +1g ρ



If ρ = +1 then the are equal (PositiveIf ρ = +1 then the are equal (Positive 
correlation).

If ρ = 0, then there is no correlation, the 
signals are considered to be orthogonal.

If ρ = -1, then the signals are equal and 
opposite (negative correlation)opposite (negative correlation)



EXAMPLES OF CORRELATION –
CONTINUOUS TIME FUNCTIONS
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DS Acquisition & TrackingDS Acquisition & Tracking

A direct-sequence-spread-spectrum receiver q p p
must despread the received signal to recover 
the transmitted data
The receiver performs this task by correlating 
the received signal with a locally generated 

li f th di dreplica of the spreading code
This locally generated code must be 
synchronized (in phase and frequency) to thesynchronized (in phase and frequency) to the 
received code to despread the received signal 
successfullysuccessfully. 
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AcquisitionAcquisition

Initially, neither the phase nor the frequency of y, p q y
the spreading code of the received signal are 
known to the receiver.
During acquisition, the receiver tries to find 
this phase and frequency. Normally, a good 

ti t b i f th hestimate can be given of the phase 
uncertainty range of Delta_T seconds and the 
frequency uncertainty to a range offrequency uncertainty to a range of 
Delta_Omega (expressed in radians/second). 
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AcquisitionAcquisition

This limits the search area to the so called 
"phase/frequency uncertainty region".
This phase/frequency uncertainty region may 
be graphically represented as a rectangle with 
dimensions Delta_T by Delta_Omega, 
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AcquisitionAcquisition
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AcquisitionAcquisition

As the time and frequency resolution is limited 
during each trial, this rectangle can be 
subdivided into smaller rectangles with 
dimension Delta t and Delta omegadimension Delta_t and Delta_omega .
These smaller rectangles are called cells. 
B hi th ll th iBy searching these cells the receiver can 
determine the correct code- phase and 
frequencyfrequency
Various techniques exist for finding the correct 
code- phase and frequency i e searchingcode phase and frequency, i.e., searching 
the cells in the phase/frequency uncertainty 
region. 
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AcquisitionAcquisition

One such technique is single-dwellOne such technique is single dwell 
serial-search technique
The name of this technique means thatThe name of this technique means that 
integration in the system takes place 
over a fixed time (single-dwell) and thatover a fixed time (single-dwell) and that 
the phase/frequency uncertainty region 
is linearly searched (serial-search)is linearly searched (serial-search).
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AcquisitionAcquisition
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SingleSingle--Dwell SerialDwell Serial--SearchSearch

The output of the local code generator isThe output of the local code generator is 
a time-shifted version p(t + tau) of the 
code sequence used by the transmittercode sequence used by the transmitter
The bandpass filter (BPF) is centered at 
the carrier frequency of the receivedthe carrier frequency of the received 
signal and has a bandwidth equal to the 
data bandwidthdata bandwidth.
It filters the product of the received 
signal and the locally generated codesignal and the locally generated code. 
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SingleSingle--Dwell SerialDwell Serial--SearchSearch

The output of the integrator isThe output of the integrator is 
proportional to the autocorrelation
function of the code, with offset tau.function of the code, with offset tau.
Then the integrator output is compared 
against a threshold V Tagainst a threshold V_T. 
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SingleSingle--Dwell SerialDwell Serial--SearchSearch

If the signal is below the threshold, theIf the signal is below the threshold, the 
phase or the frequency of the locally 
generated code will be increased to thegenerated code will be increased to the 
next cell.
If the signal is above the threshold thenIf the signal is above the threshold, then 
the correct code phase and frequency 
have been found and the receiver willhave been found and the receiver will 
start tracking. 
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Tracking TechniqueTracking Technique--DDelayelay--Lock Lock 
CodeCode Tracking LoopTracking LoopCodeCode--Tracking LoopTracking Loop
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Tracking TechniqueTracking Technique--DDelayelay--Lock Lock 
CodeCode Tracking LoopTracking LoopCodeCode--Tracking LoopTracking Loop

The received signal is divided (by aThe received signal is divided (by a 
constant factor of two to remove BPSK 
modulation) and then multiplied with anmodulation) and then multiplied with an 
early (half-chip early) and a late (half-
chip late) version of the locally c p ate) e s o o t e oca y
generated code. 
Both signals are then bandpass filteredBoth signals are then bandpass filtered. 
this gives the "early and late" correlation 
signalssignals. 
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Tracking TechniqueTracking Technique--DDelayelay--Lock Lock 
CodeCode Tracking LoopTracking LoopCodeCode--Tracking LoopTracking Loop

After filtering, these correlation signalsAfter filtering, these correlation signals 
are envelope-detected. 
Then the outputs of the envelopeThen, the outputs of the envelope 
detectors are subtracted from each 
otherother. 
This results in an error signal which can 
be used to control a voltage controlledbe used to control a voltage-controlled 
oscillator which drives the local code 
generatorgenerator
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Tracking TechniqueTracking Technique--DDelayelay--Lock Lock 
CodeCode Tracking LoopTracking LoopCodeCode--Tracking LoopTracking Loop
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